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Your pre-match plan is usually only effective for the first 10 points of the first 
game.  After that, it becomes a “race of adjustments” between you and the 
opposing coach. 
 
Their Defensive System 
 

1. The type of defense they run and how it adjusts to our attacks along the net 
a. Perimeter 
b. Rotational…3 types 
c. Slide 
d. Rover 

2. Their base configuration and susceptibility against various second ball attacks 
3. Their blocking rules 

a. Blocking rules at the antennae—single or double blocks 
i. Area blocking 

ii. Attack blocking 
b. Blocking rules in the middle 

i. High sets 
ii. Quick sets 

c. Isolation rules 
d. Their commit or read rules on quicks—1/A/31 

4. Their weakest and strongest blockers per rotation 
5. Their susceptibility to off speed attacks 
6. Their defense against 

a. A down ball 
b. A free ball 

7. Running probing plays 
 
Their Transition Offense 
 

1. Which system do they run? 
2. What are their setter’s second ball attack tendencies 
3. What are each player’s favorite shots? 
4. Who are their “go-to” players 
5. What angles do they like to hit as a team? 
6. When they run out of subs, what are their weaknesses? 
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Their Free Ball Offense 
 

1. Our first premise while delivering a free ball is to get back to a neutral position 
a. Work the “U” 

2. Are their back row players deep or short? 
3. Are their back row players wide or bunched? 
4. Do they keep blocker(s) at the net? 
5. Do their front row players have ball handling responsibilities 
6. Who is their weakest free ball passer? 
7. What are their most common free ball plays, who gets set the most often in them, and 

what angles do they most often hit? 
 
Their Serve Receive Offense 
 

1. Who are their weak passers and who are their strong passers? 
2. Is there a particular type of serve they struggle with—floater, topspin, deep, short, 

sideline? 
3. Who are their primary attackers each rotation and where do they hit/tip? 
4. Can you take and attacker out of the offense by serving at her? 
5. Should we switch block? 

 
Our Serve Receive Offense 
 

1. Where did they serve last time? 
2. What type of serve will we see? 
3. What were our past successes in siding out? 
4. Where does the server go in the back row after she serves? 
5. Who is their strongest blocker and who is their weakest blocker in each rotation? 

 
What do they do after a Timeout? 
 

1. Tip? 
2. Setter dump? 
3. Set a particular player? 
4. Hit a certain shot? 
5. Sub? 

 
Your use of a Timeout 
 

1. Don’t “save” your timeouts 
2. Have impactful and tactical things to say--Create a spot on your chart 

 
 
 



Matching Line-ups from Game to Game 
 

1. Our strong attacker(s) vs. their weak blocker(s) 
2. Our strong blocker(s) vs. their weak attacker(s) 
3. Our tough server(s) vs. their weak serve receive pattern(s) 
4. Our strong serve receive patters vs. their strong server(s) 
5. Our setter against a weak blocker/poor 2nd ball defensive rotation 

 
Tendencies 
 

1. When a player gets blocked, it’s very possible she might tip or roll the next time she’s set, 
especially if she gets the ball SOON after she was blocked. 

 
 

2. When a player gets blocked or hits out of play, she may change the direction she hits on 
her next shot.  For example, if she was blocked when she attempted to hit line, she may 
go cross-court next attack (if she doesn’t tip or roll). 
 

3. Setters often dump after attack errors by their hitters, especially after 2 or more 
consecutive errors. 
 

4. Setters often attack second balls on game and match points. 
 

5. Setters tend not to set the same attacker against if that attacker just made a hitting error.  
If they do set the same attacker, it will likely be in another attack zone.  As blockers, be 
prepared to cheat towards other attacking zones…particularly on the pins. 
 

6. If a team is blocked on one pin and keeps the ball in play, the setter often sets the ball to 
the other pin. 
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Opponent’s Blocking Schemes 
         
           Date: ___________________                              Opponent: ____________________ 
MH #____ 
                  Commit on 1 ________             If so, angle she blocks __________ 
                  Commit on 3 ________             If so, angle she blocks __________ 
                  Commit on slide with 2 hitters ________ 
                  Commit on slide with 3 hitters ________ 
                  Angle she blocks on a 2 ___________ 
 
MH #____ 
                  Commit on 1 ________             If so, angle she blocks __________ 
                  Commit on 3 ________             If so, angle she blocks __________ 
                  Commit on slide with 2 hitters ________ 
                  Commit on slide with 3 hitters ________ 
                  Angle she blocks on a 2 ___________ 
 
OH #____ 
                 Commit on an A ______ 
                Angle she blocks at the pin when doubling _______ 

OH #____ 
                 Commit on an A ______ 
                Angle she blocks at the pin when doubling _______ 

RS # ____ 
                 Commit on a 3 _______ 
                 Angle she blocks at the pin when doubling _______ 
RS # ____ 
                 Commit on a 3 _______ 

                 Angle she blocks at the pin when doubling _______ 
 

Play sets to run… circle the sets: 
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______   ______  ______              ______   ______   ______              ______   ______   ______ 
 

Our RB _______                           Our RB _______                            Our RB _______  

 

______   ______   ______             ______   ______   ______           ______   ______   ______ 

Our RB _______                          Our RB _______                            Our RB _______ 

Opponent’s Serve Receive Attack 

___________________________ 
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  _____   _____   _____                    _____   _____   _____                      _____   _____   _____ 

           OH ______                                   MH ______                                        RS ______ 

 

THOUGHTS THOUGHTS THOUGHTS 

 

Opponent’s Transitional Attack 

__________________________ 

 



Washington University Volleyball 
Opponent’s Tendencies I 

 Opponent _______________________  Date __________________ 

  

Rotation 1 RB_____     Rotation 4 RB _____ 

   Best serve receive options-       Best serve receive options- 

   Best free ball options-        Best free ball options- 

   Best transitional options-       Best transitional options- 

   Blocking considerations-       Blocking considerations- 

  

Rotation 2 RB _____     Rotation 5 RB _____ 

   Best serve receive options-       Best serve receive options- 

   Best free ball options-        Best free ball options- 

   Best transitional options-       Best transitional options- 

   Blocking considerations-       Blocking considerations- 

    

  Rotation 3 RB _____     Rotation 6  RB _____ 

   Best serve receive options-       Best serve receive options- 

   Best free ball options-        Best free ball options- 

   Best transitional options-       Best transitional options- 

   Blocking considerations-       Blocking considerations- 

  

  

   Take advantage of: 

  



Washington University Volleyball 
Opponent’s Tendencies II 

Opponent __________________________ 

Rotation 1 
RB____    FR ____   ____   ____ 
 
 
 
 

 

Rotation 1 
RB____    FR ____   ____   ____ 
 
 
 
 

 

Rotation 1 
RB____    FR ____   ____   ____ 
 
 
 
 

 

Rotation 1 
RB____    FR ____   ____   ____ 
 
 
 
 

 

Rotation 1 
RB____    FR ____   ____   ____ 
 
 
 
 

 

Rotation 1 
RB____    FR ____   ____   ____ 
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Points by Rotation 

 

    Opponent __________________________                    Date __________________ 

                                 1     2      3        4         5          F 
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Serving Game 

 
Opponent _________________   Date ____________   Set _________ 
  Call Zone Pass Result   Call Zone Pass Result   Call Zone Pass Result   PPR 

Rot 
1                                 

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                  

Rot 
2                                 

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                  

Rot 
3                                 

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                  

Rot 
4                                 

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                  

Rot 
5                                 

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                  

Rot 
6                                 

                                  

                                  

                                  

                                  

 

Opponent’s Passing: 
Libero #____: 
#____:  
#____: 
#____: 
#____: 
#____: 


